
REVIEWS 
BIRD NAVIGATION. By G. V. T. MATTHEWS (Cambridge 

University Press, Cambridge, 1955). (Cambridge Monographs 
in Experimental Biology, No. 3). v i i+141 pages, with text 
figures. 12s. 6d. 

T H I S is an excellent and very readable short account of a subject 
in which important advances have been made in recent years. Dr. 
Matthews is well qualified to discuss the problem, by reason of his 
own contribution to its experimental study and of his comprehen
sive knowledge of the relevant literature. He displays a capacity 
for lucid exposition, in a simple direct style with effective diagram
matic illustration. The result is a clear and compact statement. 

The book opens with a summary of the known facts of migration 
which bear on the particular problem; and this is followed by a 
statement of the evidence that bearing-and-distance navigation on 
the part of birds is an actuality. Next there is a critical evalua
tion of homing experiments, their methods and results; this leads 
to the evidence for the reality of a type of complete navigation 
which enables the bird to fly towards a known goal irrespective of 
its bearing and distance. Thus, in four chapters the problem is 
set. 

The remainder of the book discusses the physical features of 
the environment which are concerned in navigation, and the 
sensory equipment needed to react to such stimuli. Successive 
chapters deal with theories based, respectively, on maintenance of 
sensory contact with home, on a " g r i d " derived from the earth 's 
rotation and magnetism, and on one derived from the sun's co
ordinates. Only the last type of theory is left in the field, and the 
author ends by giving further consideration to the particular form 
of it known as the sun-arc hypothesis. 

The book rightly does not concern itself with the manner in 
which certain forms of behaviour are inherited, as this is in no 
way peculiar to the example under discussion; but it does deal 
with the part played by learning from experience in developing 
innate capacities to their full effectiveness. 

The problem of bird-navigation is not yet solved, but it has 
become much clearer than it was not long ago. Anyone who 
wishes to know how it stands at the present time should read this 
book. A.L.T. 

A CUCKOO IN T H E H O U S E . By MAXWELL KNIGHT. (Methuen, 
London,'1955). 80 pages. 11 photos. 18s. 

T H I S is an account of a young Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus) which was 
hand-reared and then kept at liberty until it disappeared in late 
July. Although the book is written primarily for the layman with 
an interest in animals there is in it a grea t deal that will be of 
interest to the serious ornithologist, particularly the detailed obser-
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vations on the bird's feeding behaviour. The reviewer feels 
sceptical in regard to the young Cuckoo's supposed affection for 
its owner and the evidence given does not suggest anything more 
than cupboard love and a complete lack of fear. The case of tame 
parrots, which the author mentions in this connection, is different. 
These birds normally show an affectionate, and usually long-
enduring bond between the male and female of the pair and if a 
bird such as a parrot, crow or pigeon is conditioned (either by 
imprinting or by isolation from its own kind) to direct its sexual 
activities towards its owner it will show him or her the same affec
tion as it would normally bestow on its mate. At the same time 
the author 's statement that some people are "blinded by a desire 
to emphasize the gulf which exists between humans and other 
animals" is only too true. The final chapter on how and how not 
to care for injured or foundling birds should, if widely read by the 
well-meaning ignorant who commonly take charge of such crea
tures, prevent a great deal of unnecessary suffering. D.G. 

N O R T H W I T H T H E SPRING. By EDWIN W A Y TEALE. (Eyre 
& Spottiswoode, London, 1955). 358 pages. 35 plates. 18s. 

T H E notion of chronicling in detail the march of Spring across a 
continent has probably tempted many writers. This ambitious 
theme is the subject of Edwin W a y Teale's book. It is based on a 
17,000 miles zig-zag journey from the Florida Keys to the Cana
dian border, through some of the most fascinating country in the 
eastern United States. The author contrived broadly to keep pace 
with the advance of the spring migrants and the awakening vege
tation and animal and insect life, describing his observations en 
route. The opening chapters are full of promise and it is quickly 
evident that the author 's knowledge of his country's natural 
history, folk lore and climatic vagaries is extensive. He writes 
with the fluency which we have come to expect from America and 
the book will undoubtedly please many British readers, whether or 
not they have crossed the Atlantic. The objective was imaginative 
and it is a pity that it becomes increasingly obscured in the later 
chapters, by irrelevant anecdotes and dissertations, most of which 
could have been omitted with advantage. Although the book 
contains much excellent material and is well illustrated, the pub
lisher's statement that it is "of great scientific interest" is not 
justified. The ornithological observations are disappointingly 
meagre in view of the grea t scope offered by the journey, through 
the richest bird populations in the continent. The author 's insist
ence on the extreme shyness and rarity of the Limpkin (Aramus 
guarauna) in Florida may surprise those who have visited the 
Everglades, where these birds may occasionally be seen feeding in 
dykes within a few feet of passing cars. G.R.M. 

A HAND L I S T O F T H E B I R D S O F C A R M A R T H E N S H I R E . 
By GEOFFREY C. S. INGRAM and H . MORREY SALMON, C.B.E. , 
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M.C. Published by Wes t Wales Field Society from the Red 
House, Tenby, Pembrokeshire, 1954. 

T H I S excellent 66-page publication describes clearly and briefly the 
outstanding points of Carmarthenshire ornithology, including the 
present and past status of each of the 218 species and 8 subspecies 
recorded in the county. These are divided into 79 breeding 
residents, 27 breeding summer-residents, 40 regular visitors and 
passage-migrants, and 80 occasionals, vagrants or irregular 
breeders. The authors point out that Glamorgan to the east 
records 22 more species and Pembroke to the west 42 more, partly 
owing to their longer coastline and partly because they are better 
watched. Welsh names are given for nearly every species, but not 
for the Willow Tit or Cirl Bunting. B.O.U. Check-List order is 
followed. 

Among specific items we note an excellent summary of heronries ; 
Eiders recently recorded in winter more often than Scaup; evidence 
of increase of Buzzards and Kites, and of decrease of Merlins; 
Black Grouse increasing in north-west; Corncrake reduced to 3-4 
breeding pa i r s ; still a pair or two of Golden Plover breeding; 
Curlew deserting the higher moorlands in favour of valley fields 
for breeding; increase of Black-tailed Godwits on passage since 
about 1930; recent scarcity of Common Sandpipers; breeding by 
Herring Gulls at several points since 1947 or earlier and of Black-
headed Gulls only during past 30 years ; Turtle Dove breeding in 
few localities; Barn Owl recovering from 1946-47 winter, and 
Little Owl also, though "still quite scarce in many d is t r ic t s" ; 
Long-eared Owl and Nightjar extremely scarce and local, both 
having declined; Wryneck disappeared since about 1904, up to 
which it was perhaps regular in spring ; Woodlarks greatly reduced 
during past few years ; an appreciable decrease of Swallows and 
House Mart ins ; a breeding Raven population of about 35 pairs, 
most now nesting in t rees ; Carrion Crows increasing; Nuthatch 
spreading; Ring Ouzel " a s elsewhere in central Wales to-day . . . 
has now virtually d isappeared" ; Stonechat nearly back to normal 
on coast but still very scarce inland; Nightingale bred with partial 
success in 1945 ; Yellow Wagta i l breeding very locally; Red-backed 
Shrike "probably still a regular summer-visi tor"; Goldfinch 
apparently still increasing and Corn Bunting " a s elsewhere in 
south and west Wales . . . . has now practically completely 
disappeared." 

There is a square-bracketed Black-eared Wheatear record for 
1951. An error of judgment has probably been made in accepting 
rather than square-bracketing a 1902-03 record of a wintering 
Snowy Owl which "used to hawk along the hedges in the evenings 
and sometimes in broad dayl ight ." This, however, is an exception 
to the very high standard which the authors generally maintain, 
a standard which adds greatly to the value of their up-to-date 
review of an ornithologically little-known county. E .M.N. 
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